1. Isaiah: Spirit of courage, gift of tears
   LCSH: Bible. O.T. Isaiah—Criticism, interpretation, etc.
   Answer: 224.106

2. Earthquake coverage in California
   LCSH: Earthquake insurance—California
   Answer: 368.1226009794

3. Insect diversity conservation (interdisciplinary treatment)
   LCSH: Insects—Conservation
   LCSH: Biodiversity conservation
   Answer: 333.955716

4. Fish endocrinology
   LCSH: Fishes—Endocrinology
   Answer: 573.417

5. Camouflage and other tricks: How amphibians disguise themselves
   LCSH: Amphibians—Juvenile literature
   LCSH: Camouflage (Biology)—Juvenile literature
   Answer: 597.81472
   *(Camouflage belongs with the biology of whole organisms in 579–590. One cannot indicate "Juvenile literature.")*

6. The DASH diet for hypertension: Lower your blood pressure in 14 days—without drugs
   Note: DASH = Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension
   LCSH: Hypertension—Diet therapy
   Answer: 616.1320654

7. Bebop jazz piano: The complete guide
   LCSH: Keyboard instruments—Studies and exercises (Jazz)
   LCSH: Piano—Methods (Jazz)
   LCSH: Piano music (Jazz)—Teaching pieces
   LCSH: Jazz—Instruction and study
   Answer: 786.21655
   *(Because bebop is in the including note at 781.655, no further addition is possible)*
8. Music for two: For descant recorders
   LCSH: Recorder music (Recorders (2))—Scores
   Answer: 785.8364192
   (Class with ensemble [duet] making the music; note at 786-788, "Class chamber music in 785")

   LCSH: Hotels—Québec (Province)—Directories
   Answer: 917.140615
   (Do-not-use instructions at both 910[.46025] and 910[.46093-910.46099])

10. Beijing: Glimpses of history
    LCSH: Beijing (China)—Pictorial works
    Answer: 951.15600222
Exercises for Number Building: Add Tables: No answers
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